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Tips for staging 
your property for
real estate photography

Bedrooms

If you are serious about selling and want the 
best possible price for your property, it is 
critical to make the best first impression - how 
you present your home is how it will be 
photographed.

A consistent colour temperature of all lights is 
ideal for all interiors, so switch on the lights 
and replace all non-working lightbulbs. Open 
all curtains and blinds fully.

Decluttering is far more important than 
dusting and cleaning.

Ensure that beds are made neatly. Make sure 
that soft toys, clothes, shoes, laundry baskets 
and hand bags are out of sight and that areas 
under beds are clear.

Remove folded blankets and duvets from 
beds, unless it is part of the décor and is 
visually appealing. Declutter bedside tables 
and table surfaces, leaving only a lamp, 
flowers, book and/or clock.

TV screens off

Unsightly cables hidden

Fans & heaters stored away

Toys out of sight

Pet toys & scratch posts out of sight

Open curtains & blinds

Open trellidoors & sliding doors

Turn on all lights & lamps

Replace broken light bulbs

Add fresh flowers

Clutter packed away

Beds made neatly

Clear clutter from bedside tables

Gowns & robes removed from hooks

Rugs packed away to showcase floors

Blankets removed from bed

Fans & heaters stored away

Open curtains & blinds

Tidy toys
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Bathrooms

We understand a home is meant to be lived in, but lived-in doesn't 
always photograph well. Following these helpful tips are very 
important, as it helps the photographer achieve the best photographs 
possible, showcasing your home in the best way possible, and 
sparking the interest of potential buyers browsing your advert.

Clear and declutter counters, showers and baths of 
excess toiletries. Hide any visible medications, 
toothbrushes and sanitary ware.

Hide all toilet sprays, extra rolls, toilet cleaning 
brushes, bathroom bins and scales as well as all mats 
and rugs (to show potential sellers the tiles and floors).

Put out fresh and neatly hung, neutral coloured towels. 
Neutrals display better than brightly coloured or faded 
towels with patterns.

Kitchen

Declutter kitchen countertops and tables, leaving only 
essential appliances. Pack away all dishes, towels and 
detergents.

Remove pictures, magnets etc. from refrigerator doors.

Open the curtains and blinds to make the kitchen 
appear warm and welcoming - it’s one of the most 
important rooms in a house!
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Remove clutter from counter tops

Dish cloths & sponges packed away

Cleaning products packed away

Oven gloves & dish towels packed away

No dishes on drying rack

No pots & pans on the stove

Pet food & bowls packed away

Remove magnets from fridge

Remove unnecessary knick-knacks

All toiletries packed away

Bath toys packed away

Bath mats packed away to show tiles

No open laundry baskets

No cat litter boxes

Hair dryers & straighteners packed away

Toilet brush packed away

No toilet-paper stands

Fresh & neatly hung towels

Neutral coloured towels



Make sure lawn, shrubs and hedges are neatly 
trimmed, leaves raked and animal mess removed. 
Move away all vehicles and trailers out of sight from 
driveways, and close all garage doors.

Hide all garden tools, especially hose pipes. Remove 
washing from washing lines and balconies for an hour 
while we do the shoot. Put away all toys, trampolines, 
hammocks, dog houses and food and water bowls.

Remove covers from all outdoor furniture and arrange 
them neatly. If you have a pool, remove the cover or 
net. Clean and declutter hard surfaces including 
sidewalks, driveways, stairs, porches, patios, balconies 
and decks

All pet toys & bowls packed away

Clean, tidy garden

Remove pool toys & noodles & nets

No clothes on the washing line

Bunch of flowers on the patio table

Clean braai area

Remove ashtrays

Toys packed away

Hide all garden tools & hose pipes

Turn off sprinklers

If your study contains sensitive documentation or your 
education on the walls - remove them for the photo 
shoot.

Ensure that screens and monitors are switched off and 
that the screens have been wiped.

Depersonalise where possible, by hiding excess family 
photos - this will easier allow potential buyers to bond 
with the property.

Files & paperwork packed away

Clutter-free desk

Computer screens off

Hide unsightly cables

Open curtains & blinds

Hide excess family photos

Garden & exterior

By following our recommendations, you drastically increase 
your chances of achieving a far higher final selling price along 
with a significantly reduced time that the property is actually 
on the market - an advantage worth far more than all the 
effort involved!

Study & family rooms
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